
Matt McCorkle's response to the New York Times article on the New SAT: 
 
The article, itself, is mainly a rehash of the criticisms of norm-referenced tests in general coupled with 
cheerleading for the unsupported claim that a criterion-referenced test would yield a "better" result. 
Better how? That's not really defined, but one would imagine that the value judgment stems from the 
fact that most critics consider the SAT, ACT, and other standardized tests as inherently bad based on 
their stated objective: to deliver a stratified, hierarchical, list of students to colleges. 
 
That's right. Colleges (not students) are the end consumers of the service provided by college 
admissions tests. Students, parents, and numerous advocacy groups either don't understand this or 
deliberately attempt to pretend that this isn't the case. It's easy to see why that is. But the purpose of 
the test is not - purely speaking - to "deliver opportunity" as the College Board has so transparently 
claimed in its recent rebranding effort. Once upon a time, back when the "A" in SAT stood for 
"Aptitude," that was the goal. Whether or not this goal was ever successfully achieved (i.e. finding high-
aptitude students who'd been underserved by the education system) is a topic for another discussion, 
but that was the goal at the time. 
 
The purpose of the modern SAT & ACT is to rank students based on an OBJECTIVE criteria that cannot be 
gamed through grade inflation, professionally edited personal statements, fabricated extra curricular 
activities, etc.. One can argue that this OBJECTIVE criteria really should correlate with future success at 
competitive universities, but even that needn't necessarily the primary goal of the test. There are 
innumerable factors affecting success in college (chosen major, to name just one). Now, we can argue as 
to whether the SAT or the ACT or something else is the BEST OBJECTIVE STANDARD by which to rank 
students, but we can't honestly discuss the idea that we should do away with the objective standard. 
 
This article is better than some (I didn't know a newspaper could publish a story without a quote from 
the clowns at FairTest!). This article at least acknowledges the necessity of an OBJECTIVE standard. 
Sadly, it goes on to say that we should be ranking students based on "effort." Further, the article fails to 
acknowledge the necessity of RANKING. Colleges are not interested in a binary, pass/fail, college 
admissions exam. Selective colleges don't want student who can just barely do the work. They want 
students who will thrive. And this is another way in which the ranking is essential. Students who respond 
well to challenges - like admissions tests - are in demand. Students who procrastinate or falter in the 
face of adversity are not in demand. 
 
Here we encounter the real issue that no test can ever solve. Students who are held accountable, either 
by caring parents, dedicated teachers, or - God forbid! - paid tutors will always do better on these tests. 
The problem is that there is an uneven distribution of these three invaluable resources among high 
school students. There is ample evidence that students who come from wealthier families are more 
likely to have better access to caring (not perfect, but caring) parents (plural!), better equipped 
teachers, and *gasp* paid tutors! 
 
That's the reality. And that's the bizarre part of the whole debate. We all know that students in this 
country do NOT have equal access to high quality education. We know that these disparities break along 
racial and, even more so, along socioeconomic lines. And yet, every time that an objective standard 
confirms the disparities we all acknowledge, we blame the test for the evidence. Worse, disingenuous 
critics claim that the test itself is somehow a barrier to higher education. Encouragingly, the article's 
comments featured a number great responses that touch on some of the points I've made above. I 
recommend that everyone check those out. 


